We have revised our methods for calculating regional blood volume, flow, oxygen extraction, and ox ygen utilization from positron emission tomography data obtained using 150-labeled radiotracers. These revisions include radioactive decay explicitly within the model equations instead of requiring all measured activity to be We have described, implemented, and validated methods for the measurement of regional cerebral blood volume (CBV), CBF, cerebral oxygen extrac tion (E), and CMR02 using positron emission to mography (PET) and ISO-labeled compounds (Grubb et aI., 1978; Herscovitch et aI., 1983 Herscovitch et aI., , 1985 Raichle et aI., 1983; Mintun et aI., 1984). These methods require measurements of radioactivity in arterial blood samples with a well counter and in brain tissue with PET. Previously, all radioactivity measurements have been corrected for decay prior to their incorporation into the model equations. Re cently, we revised the computation of CBF by treating radioactive decay explicitly throughout the calculations and found that CBF estimates were 2-4% higher than estimates using the original tech nique. Prompted by this observation, we similarly revised our calculations of CBV, E, and CMR02• We describe here these revisions in the calculation Abbreviations used: CBV , cerebral blood volume; E, cerebral oxygen extraction ; PET, positron emission tomography .
Summary:
We have revised our methods for calculating regional blood volume, flow, oxygen extraction, and ox ygen utilization from positron emission tomography data obtained using 150-labeled radiotracers. These revisions include radioactive decay explicitly within the model equations instead of requiring all measured activity to be We have described, implemented, and validated methods for the measurement of regional cerebral blood volume (CBV), CBF, cerebral oxygen extrac tion (E), and CMR02 using positron emission to mography (PET) and ISO-labeled compounds (Grubb et aI., 1978; Herscovitch et aI., 1983 Herscovitch et aI., , 1985 ; Raichle et aI., 1983; Mintun et aI., 1984) . These methods require measurements of radioactivity in arterial blood samples with a well counter and in brain tissue with PET. Previously, all radioactivity measurements have been corrected for decay prior to their incorporation into the model equations. Re cently, we revised the computation of CBF by treating radioactive decay explicitly throughout the calculations and found that CBF estimates were 2-4% higher than estimates using the original tech nique. Prompted by this observation, we similarly revised our calculations of CBV, E, and CMR02• We describe here these revisions in the calculation corrected for decay prior to incorporation in the equa tions. The revised equations yield small but significant differences in the computed values. Key Words: Blood flow-Blood volume-Brain oxygen metabolism-150 -Positron emission tomography.
of CBF, CBV, E, and CMR02 in which radioactive decay of the tracer is treated explicitly. These re vised calculations avoid small but significant errors in the computed values.
METHODS
Our original formula for the calculation of CBF from data obtained with PET has been revised to include ex plicit correction for radioactive decay. In deriving the original formula, the conservation equation was (symbols used in this and other equations are presented in Ta ble 1)
(1)
The first term represents the flux into a region of interest and the second term represents the flux out of the region of interest. This led to the original equation relating flow to PET counts (Herscovitch et aI., 1983) :
To incorporate decay correction in the conservation equation, the term Ci • Q(t) must be added, where Ci is the decay constant of 150:
Following the same derivation. the equation relating flow to PET counts is the same as Eq. 2 except that now
In practice, the double integration is computed numeri cally for nine values of CBF (10-90 mllmin/100 g) using f = D . CBF/6,000 (to convert to units of mlls/ml). A qua dratic equation is then fit to these nine values of CBF and the nine computed PETobs values (Raichle et a!., 1983) :
This equation permits the rapid, efficient calculation of CBF from measurements of local tissue counts.
The formula we use for computing CBV is the same as that of Mintun et a!. (1984) . However, the calculation is now performed with PET counts and arterial counts that are not decay corrected: PETobs' W' 100 CBV = ------
T , 
To incorporate decay correction explicitly requires the addition of the term CI. • Q2(t) in the conservation equation for compartment 2, where CI. is the decay constant of 150:
Note that the tracer concentration in compartment 1 (i.e., blood) is measured directly, and therefore there is no comparable term involving decay. Following the deriva tion of E as delineated by Mintun et at. (1984) , the new equation for E is the same as Eq. 9 except that now f k = -+ CI.
A (12)
The two double integrations can be treated analogously to the one in computing CBF, as shown by . The terms involving flow are computed nu merically for nine values off, and quadratic equations are fit to the computed relationship between CBF and
PETobs ' Thus, in practice, E is obtained from the fol lowing equation: CMR02 is calculated from the same equation as before (Mintun et aI., 1984) ,
but now E and CBF are computed from new model equa tions that have decay included, as described above.
We compared the old and new methods by performing computations with both methods on the same PET data obtained from 18 normal subjects. We calculated values for a region consisting primarily of white matter, a region consisting of primarily gray matter, and for the mean of 42 regions to yield a global value. The stereotaxic coordi nates of the regions werc determined using the method of Fox et al. (1985) . The coordinates from the Ta lairach et al. atlas (1967) were 4.2, 4.0, 1.3 (vertical, right-left, and anterior-posterior, respectively) for the white matter rc gion and 2.6, 3.2, 0.5 for the gray matter region. The 42 regions used for the global value were those defined by Perlmutter et al. (1985) .
RESULTS
The differences in the computed values between the two methods are summarized in Ta ble 2. When decay is not treated explicitly, the values for CBF are, on the average, underestimated by 3.1%, those for CBV are overestimated by 2.2%, those for E are overestimated by 1.7%, and those for CMR02 are underestimated by 1.5%. These differences are all highly significant (p < 0.0001; two-tailed paired t test). The difference in computed values between the old and new methods is essentially the same whether comparing global values or regions com prised of primarily gray or white matter.
DISCUSSION
Intuitively, one would not expect a difference be tween the values of CBV calculated with terms that are decay corrected and values of CBV calculated with terms that are not decay corrected. However, there is a difference due to an assumption made in the decay correction of PETobs in the old method.
The assumption was that the decay-corrected re gional counts were constant throughout the scan.
In fact, there is a slight decrease in activity. When a straight line was fit to the normalized counts from arterial blood in 18 subjects given C150, we found a decrease in the decay-corrected activity of �8% over 300 s even though the blood curve began 2 min after inhalation of C150. The differences in the computations of CBF and E are due to the presence of a term involving decay within the double integra tion or convolution operation. Finally, the variation in CMR02 is expected given the variation in E and CBF (i.e., the sum of the variations in E and in CBF is approximately equal to the variation in CMR02)· The three places in the computations where the calculation of a double integration is simplified with a quadratic equation were checked for goodness of fit. We found that treating decay explicitly made no difference in the validity of this simplification in the computations (Raichle et aI., 1983; Herscovitch et aI., 1985) . The quadratic fit differed by no more than 0.8% from the computed values for blood flows ranging from 30 to 90 mllmin/lOO g. For lower flows the fit is only slightly worse. At 10 ml/min/lOO g the fit underestimated the computed values by a mean of 1.4% and a maximum of 3.0%.
Tr eating radioactive decay explicitly in the com putation of CBF, CBV, E, and CMR02 leads to small but systematic differences in the resulting values. These differences are due to simplifying as sumptions in the original computational methods where all activity levels are decay corrected prior to calculating metabolic values. The revised methods reported here are more accurate mathe matically and we therefore recommend their use.
